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Tritium is commonly used in groundwaters studies to calculate the recharge rate and to
identify the presence of a modem recharge. The knowledge of 3H precipitation time series is
then very important for the study of groundwater recharge. Rozanski & Araguas [1] provided
good information on precipitation tritium content in 180 stations of the GNIP network to the
end of 1987, but it shows some lacks of measurements either within one chronicle or within
one region (the Southern hemisphere for instance). Therefore, it seems to be essential to find a
method to recalculate data for a region where no measurement is available.

Different methods can be used to reconstruct3 time series. n 1980, Weiss & Roether [2]
provided an equation that combines various effects (latitude, precipitation high, vapour
exchange rate) but considers, as reference, island, coastal and weathership stations near 50'N
and 5S. Doney et al. [3] published a new approach, derived from the one of Weiss and
Roether [2], that integrates spatial and temporal components (seasonal effects, tritium decay).
The resulting function can be applied from 1960 to 1986 to marine and continental sites in
Northern and Southern hemispheres. The predicted error is of 15-35% for the mean annual
tritium concentration, except in Northern Europe, where results have to be improved. It seems
that the calculation of the tritium values, based on a graphic determination of 4 factors, could
lead to uncertainties.
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To solve this problem, we propose another method which is based on triangulation. It needs
the knowledge of 3H time series of 3 stations (A, B, C) surrounding geographically the 4 th

station (D) for which tritium input curve has to be reconstructed (Figure 1).
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As the source of tritium. in precipitation is the upper atmosphere rather than the ocean, tritium
has a different distribution than deuterium and presents a reverse continental effect [4]. No
altitudinal effect has been quoted in the literature. Knowing the spatial coordinates (L:
latitude, 1: longitude) of the 4 stations, we can calculate 3 factors fA, fB and f linking the
fourth station to the 3 others:

fA= (Le -LB)(IB -ID)-(c -1B)(LB-LD)
(Ix' -LB)(B -IA)-(IC -B)(LB -LA)

fB=(Lc -L#1(A -ID)-IC -IA)(LA -LD)

(IL' -LA)(A IB>-(C -IA)(LA -LB)

fc=(LB -LA)(1A -ID)-(B -/A)(LA -LD)

(LB -L#I(B -IC)-(IB -/A)(LB -IX)

The modeled tritium values (TD) for the 40 station can then be calculated through the
following equation:

TD=fATA- fBIh- FcTc

We have applied two methods of recalculation (Doney et al. 's mode] [3] and triangulation)
and compared the modeled values with the real ones in 5 cases. The first example concerns
the station of Bad Salzuflen (Germany), for which we have made 3 tests in order to verify our
comparison between the 2 models. Then 2 other tests have been realized on Bismark (USA)
and Valentia (Ireland) with farer surrounding stations.

Figure 2 shows the comparisons between real data, Doney et al. 's model and triangulation
model from 1978 to 1995 for the first test we have achieved in Bad SaIzuflen. The 6 months
moving averages of the 3 curves highlight the fact that modeled values calculated with
triangulation method (coarse line) fit better the real values (thick line) than Doney et al.'s
model (dashed line). This latter proposes a theoretical approach that explains well the seasonal
variations and the global decrease due to the tritiurn decay since 1963. However, the seasonal
cycles shown in Figure 2 are too pronounced. Moreover, as the triangulation model uses real
data of 3 stations to calculate Bad SaIzuflen values, it provides a better estimation of the small
variations. The all period averages confirm the previous conclusions. The average of the
triangulation modeled values 27.2 ±E 15.7 TU is closed by the one of real values 28.9 ± 16.9
TU. The average of the values issued from Doney et al.'s model is 25.2 ±- 18.4 TU.

The 4 other approaches show roughly the same results, with a decreasing quality of the results
with the augmentation of the distance between the 4 stations.

Doney et al.'s model [3] provides a good modeling of tritium global decay, seasonal variations
and latitude effect. However, local and regional effects are not considered and lead to errors
especially for the small values (Figure 2). On the opposite, the triangulation method takes into
account this regional effect, but the error between real and modeled data increases with the
distance and with the augmentation of the impact of very local effects (movement of air
masses, local release of tritium). Moreover, for an overall reconstruction of the tritium time
series, we need 3 stations, surrounding the given station, that have rather complete chronicles.
These data are most of the time not available in the GNIP database, especially in the Southern
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Hemisphere. As a conclusion, we can say that by combining the two methods, we can
approach a better definition of the tritium input curve: Doney et al.'s model can be used to
reconstruct a long time series since 1960, especially for the values above 50 TU; the
triangulation method seems to be the best way to calculate data for a short time series that
began in the 1970s, especially in the Northern hemisphere where long chronicles are available.
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FIG. 2. Comparison between real data (solid line) and modeled values generated by Done)' et al. 's
model (dashed line) and the triangulation model (thick line).
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